Battelle Energy Alliance (BEA) Notice of Opportunity:

High-assay Low Enriched Uranium (HALEU) for Fuel Development and Microreactor Demonstration at Idaho National Lab

Industry Day
August 7th, 2019
8:00am – 12:30pm
NEI Headquarters
1201 F Street, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20004

An Industry Day is being offered to provide the microreactor industry comprehensive information about HALEU fuel development material and siting options for demonstration. In addition, industry is highly encouraged to provide feedback on the Notice of Opportunity.

Presentations and discussions will include a description of the opportunity, materials, siting, and agreement mechanisms. Attendance is encouraged, but not required for eligibility to submit a request. This invitation-only event is focused on organizations involved with the development of microreactor concepts. Please register via email to Art Baker (arthur.baker2@inl.gov) by 5 p.m. EDT, August 2, 2019.